+++ Development fascinates +++
Intelligent Solutions need enough space!
New Technology Center for our Customers!

obz innovation gmbh invests in a new technology center to further strengthen its development competence!

These combination of latest technology for developing new applications for thermal and cold spraying is singular in this industrial sector. These new applications are reviewed in an own serial production. Three state-of-the-art cold spray systems as well as the complete spectrum of conventional thermal spray processes mean highest flexibility to develop the most effective and most economic solution. Modern CNC turning- and milling machine centers as well as grinding and polishing machines enable the complete manufacturing of parts.

Your additional advantages:
- Each idea can be realized on short notice
- Intelligent solutions are found within a team of experts
- Our experience and knowledge about new markets
- A development partner with focus on serial production

obz innovation gmbh,
the most frequently chosen development partner
www.obz-innovation.com | www.coldgascoating.com

Yours sincerely
Ingo Dresel, Sven Hartmann and Eberhard Schopp